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NATURE OF THE CASE
In April 2009, a Will County jury convicted defendant Sylwester
Gawlak of two counts of predatory criminal sexual assault and one count of
aggravated criminal sexual abuse against his ten-year-old daughter, J.G.
C103-05; see also R355-56, 412-13.1 The Circuit Court of Will County
sentenced him to an aggregate term of fifteen years of imprisonment. C246.
In May 2015, defendant filed a pro se motion for DNA testing pursuant
to 725 ILCS 5/116-3 (2015). C1750-69. At a September 30, 2015 hearing,
attorney Joel Brodsky appeared with defendant and sought leave to enter a
Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope appearance in relation to the motion for DNA
testing. R1504-13. The circuit court denied Brodsky leave to enter such an
appearance, R1511-13, and on November 16, 2015, denied the motion for
DNA testing, R1614; see generally R1590-1614.
On appeal, the Illinois Appellate Court, Third District, vacated the
circuit court’s judgment denying the motion for DNA testing and remanded
for further proceedings, holding that in denying counsel leave to enter a
limited scope appearance, the circuit court had violated defendant’s due
process right to be represented by privately retained counsel. People v.
Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d) 150861, ¶¶ 14-18.
No question is raised on the sufficiency of the pleadings.

“C__” denotes the common law record, and “R__” denotes the report of
proceedings.

1
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ISSUES PRESENTED
1.

Whether the limited scope appearance that counsel attempted to

enter in defendant’s section 116-3 action failed to comply with Illinois
Supreme Court Rule 13(c)(6).
2.

Whether the denial of leave to enter a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope

appearance is not a violation of the due process right to be heard in court by
privately retained counsel.
3.

Whether the circuit court’s denial of leave to enter a Rule

13(c)(6) limited scope appearance was harmless error.
JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction lies under Supreme Court Rules 315, 612(b), 603, and 606.
This Court allowed leave to appeal on March 21, 2018. People v. Gawlak, 95
N.E.3d 495 (Ill. Mar. 21, 2018) (Table).
STATUTE AND RULE INVOLVED
725 ILCS 5/116-3 (2015)
§ 116-3. Motion for fingerprint, Integrated Ballistic Identification System, or
forensic testing not available at trial or guilty plea regarding actual
innocence.
(a) A defendant may make a motion before the trial court that entered the
judgment of conviction in his or her case for the performance of fingerprint,
Integrated Ballistic Identification System, or forensic DNA testing, including
comparison analysis of genetic marker groupings of the evidence collected by
criminal justice agencies pursuant to the alleged offense, to those of the
defendant, to those of other forensic evidence, and to those maintained under
subsection (f) of Section 5-4-3 of the Unified Code of Corrections, on evidence
that was secured in relation to the trial or guilty plea which resulted in his or
her conviction, and:
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(1) was not subject to the testing which is now requested at the time of
trial; or
(2) although previously subjected to testing, can be subjected to
additional testing utilizing a method that was not scientifically
available at the time of trial that provides a reasonable likelihood of
more probative results. Reasonable notice of the motion shall be served
upon the State.
(b) The defendant must present a prima facie case that:
(1) identity was the issue in the trial or guilty plea which resulted in
his or her conviction; and
(2) the evidence to be tested has been subject to a chain of custody
sufficient to establish that it has not been substituted, tampered with,
replaced, or altered in any material aspect.
(c) The trial court shall allow the testing under reasonable conditions
designed to protect the State’s interests in the integrity of the evidence
and the testing process upon a determination that:
(1) the result of the testing has the scientific potential to produce
new, noncumulative evidence (i) materially relevant to the
defendant’s assertion of actual innocence when the defendant’s
conviction was the result of a trial, even though the results may
not completely exonerate the defendant, or (ii) that would raise
a reasonable probability that the defendant would have been
acquitted if the results of the evidence to be tested had been
available prior to the defendant’s guilty plea and the petitioner
had proceeded to trial instead of pleading guilty, even though
the results may not completely exonerate the defendant; and
(2) the testing requested employs a scientific method generally
accepted within the relevant scientific community.
***
Ill. S. Ct. R. 13(c)(6)
(6) Limited Scope Appearance. An attorney may make a limited scope
appearance on behalf of a party in a civil proceeding pursuant to Rule of
Professional Conduct 1.2(c) when the attorney has entered into a written
agreement with that party to provide limited scope representation. The
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attorney shall file a Notice of Limited Scope Appearance, prepared by
utilizing, or substantially adopting the appearance and content of, the form
provided in the Article I Forms Appendix, identifying each aspect of the
proceeding to which the limited scope appearance pertains.
An attorney may file a Notice of Limited Scope Appearance more than once in
a case. An attorney must file a new Notice of Limited Scope Appearance
before any additional aspect of the proceeding in which the attorney intends
to appear. A party shall not be required to pay more than one appearance fee
in a case.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Defendant was convicted of two counts of predatory criminal sexual
assault and one count of aggravated criminal sexual abuse after a four-day
jury trial in April 2009. C103-05; see generally R339-835. The victim, J.G.,
was defendant’s ten-year-old daughter. R355-56; R363-64; R373; R412-13.
Trial and Conviction
J.G. testified that on the evening of Friday, December 7, 2007,
defendant vaginally penetrated her with his finger, performed oral sex on
her, fondled her buttocks, forced her to fondle his penis, and fondled her chest
while he masturbated. See generally R379-412; R363-64; R373. J.G. lived
primarily with her mother but was sleeping over at defendant’s home on the
evening in question. See R365-66, 373-76. While at defendant’s home, J.G.
generally slept on a couch in a small, door-less room located off of a first floor
hallway, approximately ten feet away from the first-floor living room; the rest
of defendant’s family — including defendant’s wife and four other children —
slept upstairs. See R368-71, 376-78, 381-87.
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J.G. testified that on December 7, 2007, she went to sleep on the couch
in a long-sleeved shirt and underwear but soon awoke to someone rubbing
her buttocks inside of her underwear. R381-91, 393. She turned and saw
defendant touching her while he lay next to her on the couch. R389-91. J.G.
stated that her underwear had been partially pulled down, and despite her
efforts to pull them up, defendant continued to forcibly pull them down.
R393-94. Defendant then began rubbing J.G.’s “private spot” with his finger
and eventually inserted his finger into her vagina. R391-95, 401.
Defendant proceeded to pull J.G.’s underwear down to her ankles, lift
her legs up, and perform oral sex on her. R399-402, 406. He then returned to
rubbing her vagina, before forcing J.G.’s hand open and making her fondle
his penis for several minutes. R402-07. J.G. testified that defendant then
turned J.G. onto her back, sat on top of her — facing her — lifted her shirt,
and fondled her chest while he masturbated. R407-11. It was at this point
that J.G. could see that defendant was completely naked. R408. Defendant
continued masturbating for a while before dismounting and once again
touching J.G.’s vagina. R410-11; see also R427 (J.G. stating that she did not
see defendant ejaculate).
Only after J.G. pleaded with defendant that she “want[ed] to sleep
normally” did defendant cease the assault, telling J.G. “[O]kay, I’ll explain
everything to you tomorrow.” R411-12.
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J.G. immediately went to the bathroom to clean herself up, washing
both her hands and genitalia with soap and water. R413-14. The following
morning, she alerted her mother to the assault via text message. R415-17 (“I
told her like a really brief – like, my dad drank a couple beers and then he
wanted to like have sex with me.”); R443; R470-72, 534-36 (testimony of
J.G.’s mother that she received text messages from J.G. that defendant had
tried to have sex with J.G.); see also R374-75, 380, 437-48 (J.G. testifying that
defendant had consumed alcohol on the night of the assault). J.G.’s mother,
Jolanta Martin, called in response to her texts, spoke with defendant’s wife
Dorothy outside defendant’s presence, and was assured that Dorothy would
keep J.G. safe for the remainder of the weekend. R469-73. J.G. slept in her
sisters’ room the following night. R417-20. J.G. then recounted the entire
assault to her mother on Sunday, December 9, 2007, when she returned from
the weekend visit. R473-77, 503-05; see also R422.
A videotaped interview of J.G. by the Kendall County Child Advocacy
Center corroborated J.G.’s trial account of the assault. R725-26; see also
R582-85; R147-48 (admitting J.G.’s interview and text messages pursuant to
725 ILCS 5/115-10); C78-81.
Martin testified that after receiving the text messages from J.G. on
December 8, 2007 and hearing J.G. describe the assault in person on
December 9, 2007, she took J.G. to the police and then to the hospital for an
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examination and sexual assault kit. See R466, 470-77, 503-10, 534-37. She
also gave police J.G.’s shirt and underwear for analysis. R538-39.
Dr. Kevin Benfield examined J.G. in the early morning hours of
December 10, 2007, and performed a sexual assault kit, R447-52, based on
J.G.’s report to him that “her father touched her in her private parts,” R451.
Dr. Benfield found J.G.’s right labia minor to be “slightly reddened,” which
was consistent with the reported digital manipulation of the area by
defendant. R453-54, 460-61, 464; see also R454-55 (noting that passage of
time since alleged assault likely reduced visible indications of trauma
because J.G.’s body had begun to heal). J.G.’s vaginal swabs did not contain
any DNA other than her own; Dr. Benfield stated that he had not expected
the sexual assault kit to produce any DNA to be tested because of the passage
of time between the alleged assault and the examination, because J.G. had
washed herself, urinated, and wiped in that interim period, and because no
penile penetration had been reported. See R455-58, 460, 463.
Similarly, Christopher Webb, a forensic scientist who testified at trial
as an expert in biology and DNA, R560-62, found that neither the vaginal
swabs nor J.G.’s underwear contained any DNA to be tested. R563-68, 57273. He agreed with Dr. Benfield that considering the passage of time and
J.G.’s immediate washing of the area, it was unsurprising that no DNA was
present. R567-70. Additionally, J.G.’s shirt was not tested for DNA because
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there were no stains indicating that there was anything to test. R565-66,
572.
Defendant was taken into police custody for questioning on December
14, 2007, R587-92, and multiple police officers attested at trial to the
inculpatory statements that defendant made in police interviews that day.
Detective Mark Revis, accompanied by Deputy Chief Mark Wodka,
interviewed defendant first. R587-92; R693. Detective Revis testified that
defendant admitted to rubbing his daughter’s back and buttocks as she slept
and to “kissing her for over 10 minutes” while dressed in nothing but his
underwear. R598-601. Revis stated that defendant appeared to become
embarrassed over the course of the interview, R598-600, and when ultimately
confronted with J.G.’s accusations, defendant stated that J.G. “was not lying
but that he was too embarrassed to admit that anything had happened” —
that “he couldn’t admit to it” because “[i]t would embarrass himself and [his]
family.” R601; see also R602. Defendant also spoke of treating J.G. “wrong
by treating her like an 18 year old instead of a 10 year old.” R599; see also
R601.
Deputy Chief Wodka corroborated Revis’s account of the interview.
See generally R698-702. Wodka recalled that when asked whether he had
“touch[ed] her and kiss[ed] her and hug[ged] her like a 10-year-old or . . . like
an adult,” defendant responded that he “hugged and kissed her and showed
his affection like he would to an 18-year-old, not to a 10-year-old girl that was
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his daughter.” R700. Wodka also stated that when defendant was asked
about J.G.’s accusations, defendant responded that J.G. “wouldn’t lie about
what she would have told Detective Revis . . . [that] what she would have told
us would have been the truth.” R701.
Detectives Ken Simpson and Melissa Valentine conducted a follow-up
interview that same day. R615-16; R678-79. Defendant did not explicitly
admit any of the details of the assault to them, but he admitted that he was
not wearing any clothes or underwear when he was kissing and hugging J.G.
that evening. R616-18; R681-82. Defendant again admitted to engaging in
behavior that was “improper” and referred to “treat[ing] [J.G.] more like a
wife or a girlfriend as opposed to a child.” R616, 618; see also R683 (“[H]e
said he was treating her more like a wife [or a girlfriend] than his daughter,
and that he was ashamed about the acts that had occurred between the two
[of] them.”).
Defendant did not testify, R732, or present any of his own witnesses,
R730. Instead, he focused on discrediting the State’s witnesses on crossexamination, calling into question whether the alleged assault took place.
See, e.g., R432-42; R459-63; R526-28, 533-40; R549-50; R570-79; R602-09,
611-13; R620-26; R684-88; R702-04. He then argued in closing that based on
the “lack of physical evidence” (i.e., the lack of DNA evidence to support the
claim that J.G. was sexually assaulted) and the “lack of corroboration” of
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J.G.’s accusations, the State had failed to prove its case beyond a reasonable
doubt. R787; see generally R786-99.
The jury found defendant guilty of two counts of predatory criminal
sexual assault and one count of aggravated criminal sexual abuse. C103-05;
R834. Defendant was sentenced to an aggregate term of fifteen years of
imprisonment. C246; R984.
Motion for DNA Testing Under 725 ILCS 5/116-3 and Other Postconviction
Proceedings
In May 2015, defendant filed a pro se motion for DNA testing pursuant
to 725 ILCS 5/116-3. C1750-69. Defendant sought “certain DNA forensic
testing of hair and clothing evidence” from the victim, C1750, 1752 —
namely, “mitochondrial DNA testing of hair and clothing evidence” that he
claimed was not “subjected to complete DNA testing as of the time of trial,”
C1753, as well as “PCR-STR” and “Y-STR” DNA testing of hair and sexual
assault kit samples, C1754. See generally C1753-55. He argued that identity
was at issue in his case by virtue of the fact that he had maintained his
innocence throughout trial, C1751-52, and that the DNA testing was
materially relevant to a claim of actual innocence because it would
“undermine the credibility of the [S]tate’s theory of the case,” C1752.
Defendant acknowledged that the State’s case had not relied on “irrefutable
physical evidence connecting defendant to the crime or the crime scenes.”
C1755. Yet, he maintained that the requested DNA testing had the potential
to “exclude defendant as having been the source of cell material recovered
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from the hair, clothing and rapekit [sic] evidence in [his] case,” C1754, and
“raise significant doubt at any re-trial as to defendant’s involvement with the
sexual assault in this case,” C1756. See also C1761-62 (Webb laboratory
report attached to section 116-3 motion noting removal of “apparent hair,
fibers and debris” from J.G.’s pajama shirt and underwear). The State filed a
response on July 21, 2015. C1839-49.
Defendant proceeded pro se on the section 116-3 motion until
September 30, 2015, when attorney Joel Brodsky accompanied defendant to a
court hearing and requested leave to enter a limited scope appearance in the
section 116-3 proceeding, pursuant to Illinois Supreme Court Rule 13(c)(6).
See generally R1504-13. Brodsky maintained that a Rule 13(c)(6) appearance
was required to limit his representation to the section 116-3 motion for DNA
testing; he would not be representing defendant in two separate collateral
proceedings that defendant was also litigating at that time — a
postconviction petition pursuant to 725 ILCS 5/122-1, et seq., and a petition
for relief from judgment pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-1401. R1505 (“[Defendant]
has asked me to help assist him in the motion regarding the DNA testing,
simply that limited issue just regarding . . . the post-conviction motion for
DNA testing.”); id. (“[J]ust to appear on his post-conviction motion for DNA
testing and no other matter.”); R1510 (“All [defendant] is asking me to do is
assist him in this motion regarding the DNA testing and nothing else.”); see
also R1505 (“I am going to be asking for leave to file a limited scope
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appearance.”); id. (“[U]nder Supreme Court Rule 13 there is this new way of
appearing called a limited scope appearance.”); R1506, 1510 (counsel
expressly and repeatedly referring court to Rule 13(c)(6)); see generally People
v. Gawlak, 2018 IL App (3d) 160164-U, ¶¶ 11-24 (outlining procedural
postures of defendant’s multiple postconviction and section 2-1401 petitions).
Defendant was represented by private counsel, Robert Caplan, who had
entered a general appearance in the section 2-1401 proceeding. C1900;
R1506-07; see also R1489-92; Gawlak, 2018 IL App (3d) 160164-U, ¶¶ 17-22.
And in the postconviction action, defendant had been represented by an
assistant public defender, Jason Strzelecki, until June 16, 2015, when he
discharged Strzelecki and elected to proceed pro se. See generally R1401-21;
C1809; see also Gawlak, 2018 IL App (3d) 160164-U, ¶¶ 12-14, 20.2
Brodsky gave the circuit court no indication that the scope of his
representation of defendant in the section 116-3 action would be limited to
any specific issue, proceeding, or aspect of a proceeding. He argued only that
the postconviction and section 2-1401 actions were independent of the section
116-3 action, and that a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope appearance would
establish a “clear line[]” of his “very narrow and defined and succinct”

The appellate court below mistakenly described defendant as being
represented in the postconviction action by the Office of the State Appellate
Defender (OSAD) at the time of Brodsky’s request to enter a Rule 13(c)(6)
appearance in the section 116-3 action. Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d) 150861,
¶¶ 4, 14. The record reveals that by September 30, 2015, defendant was
proceeding pro se in the postconviction action.
2
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authority to represent defendant only in the section 116-3 proceeding.
R1510; R1507 (“[T]he DNA motion is under 725 [ILCS] 5/116-3, which is a
separate post-conviction motion by Statute. The post-conviction motion, the
amended post-conviction motion, that [defendant] filed pro se . . . doesn’t
allege in it anything regarding DNA evidence.”).
The circuit court denied Brodsky leave to enter the Rule 13(c)(6)
appearance, stating that it would not “accept another limited appearance on
this case” and that if Brodsky wanted to file an appearance, he was “welcome
to do that on the post-conviction proceeding, period.” R1512; R1511 (“[Y]ou
will either file an appearance on the post-conviction, period, or you will not
file one at all.”); see also R1513 (“When this case comes up, only one [person]
is going to be doing the talking, if it’s not you, Mr. Brodsky, on every issue on
the post-conviction, then it will be [defendant] with the exception of course to
the 2-1401, which I maybe, just maybe mistakenly allowed another attorney
to come in on.”). The court reasoned that permitting Brodsky to appear
would make the case “unwield[y],” as there would be “three different
attorneys arguing parts of a single case” — “Mr. Caplan [on the 2-1401
petition], Mr. Brodsky [on the 116-3 motion], and the defendant who is
representing himself [on the postconviction petition].” R1509-10.
Following the court’s ruling, Brodsky made no further attempt to
appear on behalf of defendant in any capacity. The circuit court denied the
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motion for DNA testing on November 16, 2015. R1614; see generally R15901614.
Decision on Appeal
On appeal, the Illinois Appellate Court, Third District, vacated the
circuit court’s judgment denying the motion for DNA testing and remanded
for further proceedings, holding that in denying counsel leave to enter the
Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope appearance, the circuit court had violated
defendant’s due process right to be represented in court by privately retained
counsel. Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d) 150861, ¶¶ 14-18. Citing Powell v.
Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 69 (1932), the appellate court determined that
regardless of whether defendant had a right to appointed counsel (which he
did not), he had a “constitutional due process right to retain private counsel
to represent him on any matter he wishes.” Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d)
150861, ¶¶ 12-13. The court held that denial of Brodsky’s request to enter a
Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope appearance “solely on the DNA motion” violated
that due process right, and “[t]he fact that defendant had other pending
motions in which he was represented by other counsel [wa]s irrelevant.” Id.,
¶ 14. The appellate court declined to address the State’s harmless error
argument, id., ¶ 15, and “express[ed] no opinion as to the merits or the lack
thereof of defendant’s motion for DNA testing,” id., ¶ 16.
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STANDARDS OF REVIEW
“A ruling on a motion for postconviction [DNA] testing under section
116-3 . . . is reviewed de novo.” People v. Stoecker, 2014 IL 115756, ¶ 21
(citations omitted). Compliance with a Supreme Court rule is also reviewed
de novo, People v. Lloyd, 338 Ill. App. 3d 379, 384 (1st Dist. 2003), as are
issues concerning the proper interpretation of a Supreme Court rule, People
v. Henderson, 217 Ill. 2d 449, 458 (2005).
ARGUMENT
Defendant suffered neither an erroneous denial of leave to enter a Rule
13(c)(6) limited scope appearance nor a violation of Powell v. Alabama’s rule
that a court may not arbitrarily refuse to hear from privately retained
counsel. 287 U.S. at 69. He simply failed to comply with the proper
procedure by which his privately retained counsel might have been heard in
his section 116-3 action.
Brodsky had two options for entering a proper appearance and
representing defendant in his section 116-3 action: (1) he could have entered
a general appearance to represent defendant in the entire section 116-3
action, or (2) if he wished to narrow his responsibilities within the section
116-3 action, he could have complied with Illinois Supreme Court Rule
13(c)(6) by filing a “Notice of Limited Scope Appearance, prepared by
utilizing, or substantially adopting the appearance and content of, the form
provided in the Article I Forms Appendix, identifying each aspect of the
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proceeding to which the limited scope appearance pertains.” Ill. S. Ct. R.
13(c)(6).
Counsel did neither. Instead, he insisted on entering a limited scope
appearance purporting to cover the entire section 116-3 matter (but not the
separate postconviction and section 2-1401 matters), omitting any
explanation or supporting documentation of how the scope of his
representation within the section 116-3 matter would in fact be limited. See
id. Rejection of this non-compliant limited scope appearance for noncompliance with Rule 13(c)(6)’s specific requirements was not error.
Moreover, in ruling that the rejection of counsel’s non-compliant
limited scope appearance violated due process — and expressly declining to
address the People’s harmless error argument — the appellate court elevated
the limited scope appearance from a mere procedural mechanism to a
constitutional right, the violation of which, it implied, warranted automatic
reversal. But even if the rejection of the limited scope appearance was
erroneous — which it was not — the Supreme Court of the United States has
never found, in Powell or elsewhere, a due process right to be heard in court
by privately retained counsel by way of a limited scope appearance, much less
that an improper denial of leave to enter such an appearance constitutes
structural error. To the contrary, because defendant’s section 116-3 motion
for DNA testing lacked any merit, the perceived rule violation — to the
extent any such violation occurred — should have been deemed harmless.
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This Court should therefore reverse the judgment of the appellate
court and affirm the circuit court’s denial of leave to enter the limited scope
appearance and its subsequent denial of defendant’s section 116-3 motion.
I.

Counsel’s Limited Scope Appearance Did Not Comply with
Supreme Court Rule 13(c)(6); Accordingly, This Court Should
Uphold the Circuit Court’s Ruling Denying Leave to Enter It.
Under the plain language of Rule 13(c)(6), a limited scope appearance

permits counsel to define and limit the discrete aspects within a particular
case for which he and his client have agreed he will be responsible. It is
neither necessary nor proper for counsel who wishes to enter an appearance
in one case but not another to enter a limited scope appearance. The
appellate court’s reasoning below — that “the trial court should have allowed
private counsel’s request to enter a limited scope appearance solely on the
DNA motion” because defendant’s “section 2-1401 motion . . . [and] petition
for postconviction relief . . . are separate and distinct proceedings that have
no bearing on the DNA motion,” Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d) 150861, ¶ 14 —
demonstrates a fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of a Rule
13(c)(6) limited scope appearance. The appellate court was correct that a
motion for DNA testing pursuant to section 116-3 initiates a stand-alone
cause of action — a “separate proceeding, independent of any claim for postconviction or other relief” that results in its own appealable final judgment.
People v. Savory, 197 Ill. 2d 203, 210-11 (2001); People v. Kliner, 203 Ill. 2d
402, 407-08 (2002); People v. Permanian, 381 Ill. App. 3d 869, 872-73 (1st
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Dist. 2008); cf. People v. Shum, 207 Ill. 2d 47, 66-68 (2003). But the appellate
court was incorrect in its conclusion that a limited scope appearance was
available to an attorney who sought to provide comprehensive representation
to his client in the section 116-3 action rather than limiting his
representation to one or more “aspect[s] of the proceeding.” Ill. S. Ct. R.
13(c)(6).
It does not matter whether Brodsky (a) intended to file a general
appearance in defendant’s section 116-3 matter (to the exclusion of
defendant’s other pending actions) but employed the wrong procedural
vehicle for doing so or, instead, (b) intended to limit the scope of his
representation within the section 116-3 matter but ignored Rule 13(c)(6)’s
requirements, as denial of leave to enter a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope
appearance was proper either way.3
By its plain language, Rule 13(c)(6) permits an attorney to enter a
“limited scope appearance on behalf of a party in a civil proceeding pursuant

To be sure, the circuit court’s reasoning for rejecting Brodsky’s limited scope
appearance — that the motion for DNA testing was somehow intertwined
with defendant’s postconviction petition such that Brodsky was required to
either enter a general appearance on the postconviction petition or not at all,
see R1509-13 — reflects a misunderstanding of both the nature of a motion
for DNA testing as an independent proceeding and the availability of a
limited scope appearance pursuant to Rule 13. However, this Court “may
affirm on any basis supported by the record” and is not constrained by the
circuit court’s reasoning. People v. Durr, 215 Ill. 2d 283, 296 (2005)
(collecting cases). As described below, the record here demonstrates that
counsel did not comply with Rule 13(c)(6), and this Court may therefore
affirm the circuit court’s denial of leave to enter the limited scope appearance
on that basis.

3
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to Rule of Professional Conduct 1.2(c) when the attorney has entered into a
written agreement with that party to provide limited scope representation.”
Ill. S. Ct. R. 13(c)(6); see also Ill. S. Ct. R. of Prof. Conduct 1.2(c) (2015)
(permitting lawyer to “limit the scope of the representation if the limitation is
reasonable under the circumstances and the client gives informed consent”).
The rule mandates that the attorney “shall file a Notice of Limited Scope
Appearance, prepared by utilizing, or substantially adopting the appearance
and content of, the form provided in the Article I Forms Appendix,” which
“identif[ies] each aspect of the proceeding to which the limited scope
appearance pertains.” Ill. S. Ct. R. 13(c)(6) (emphasis added). The form —
entitled “Form for Limited Scope Appearance in Civil Action” — includes
fields for (1) a case caption identifying the cause of action to which the
limited scope appearance applies, (2) the attorney and party to attest that
they “have entered into a written agreement . . . providing that the attorney
will provide limited scope representation to the Party,” and (3) the attorney
to identify the precise “matter(s)” (such as particular court dates, trial dates,
continuances, or depositions) that the appearance is limited to, as well as the
“discrete issues within each proceeding covered by [the] appearance.” Ill. S.
Ct. Art. I Forms App’x, R. 13. Both the attorney and the party must sign the
form. Id.
Here, the plain language of Rule 13(c)(6) and its corresponding Article
I Appendix form — which is incorporated by reference — clearly and
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unambiguously demonstrate the purpose of a limited scope appearance: to
stipulate what an attorney’s responsibilities will be within a civil case, not to
initiate an attorney’s representation in one civil case as opposed to others
(which is the purpose of a general appearance). See People v. Dominguez,
2012 IL 111336, ¶ 16 (citation omitted) (“The rules of statutory interpretation
are applied with equal force to supreme court rules.”).
The June 14, 2013 Committee Comments to Rule 13 add that “[a]n
attorney making a limited scope appearance in a civil proceeding must first
enter into a written agreement with the party disclosing the limited nature of
the representation.” Ill. S. Ct. R. 13, Comm. Comments (emphasis added); see
also In re Estate of Burd, 354 Ill. App. 3d 434, 437 (2d Dist. 2004)
(“Committee comments to supreme court rules are not binding but they may
be used to determine the application of a rule . . . [or to] interpret[] an
ambiguous rule.”); Wright v. Desate, Inc., 292 Ill. App. 3d 952, 954 (3d Dist.
1997) (same). “The limited appearance is then effected by using the form
Notice of Limited Scope Appearance appended to this Rule,” the purpose of
which is to “promote[] consistency in the filing of limited scope appearances,
make[] the notices easily recognizable to judges and court personnel, and
help[] ensure that the scope of the representation is identified with
specificity.” Ill. S. Ct. R. 13, Comm. Comments (emphasis added). Thus, the
limited scope appearance allows an attorney to define the “aspects of the
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case” the attorney will be responsible for, such as “specified court
proceedings, depositions, or settlement negotiations.” Id.
Brodsky failed to comply with these plainly delineated procedures. He
neither presented nor filed a Notice of Limited Scope Appearance “identifying
each aspect of the proceeding to which the limited scope appearance
pertain[ed],” despite the rule’s plain requirement that he do so. Ill. S. Ct. R.
13(c)(6) (“The attorney shall file a Notice of Limited Scope Appearance . . .”);
Dominguez, 2012 IL 111336, ¶ 17 (“use of the word ‘shall’” in a rule “means
that it is mandatory”). He did not represent that he and defendant had
entered into a “written agreement . . . to provide limited scope
representation,” much less attest to such an agreement in the required
Notice. Ill. S. Ct. R. 13(c)(6); Ill. S. Ct. Art. I Forms App’x, R. 13; see also Ill.
S. Ct. R. 13, Comm. Comments. And at no point in his brief court appearance
on September 30, 2015, did counsel articulate how the scope of his
representation of defendant within the section 116-3 action would be limited.
See generally R1504-13. Counsel simply repeated that he sought to file a
Rule 13(c)(6) appearance covering the entire section 116-3 action. See, e.g.,
R1505 (“[Defendant] has asked me to help assist him in the motion regarding
the DNA testing, simply that limited issue just regarding . . . the postconviction motion for DNA testing.”); id. (“[J]ust to appear on his postconviction motion for DNA testing and no other matter.”); R1510 (“All
[defendant] is asking me to do is assist him in this motion regarding the DNA
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testing and nothing else.”); see also R1505 (“I am going to be asking for leave
to file a limited scope appearance.”); id. (“[U]nder Supreme Court Rule 13
there is this new way of appearing called a limited scope appearance.”);
R1506, 1510 (counsel expressly referring court to Rule 13(c)(6)).
But by its plain language, there is no such thing as a Rule 13(c)(6)
limited scope appearance that extends to an entire case. If Brodsky intended
to represent defendant through the section 116-3 proceeding, he should have
sought to enter a general appearance in the section 116-3 action.4 And if he
intended to narrow the parameters of his appearance and representation
within the section 116-3 matter, he was required to do so in accordance with
Rule 13(c)(6). Counsel did neither, despite his understanding that
defendant’s motion for DNA testing was an independent cause of action. See
R1507-08. Accordingly, the court properly denied Brodsky leave to enter a
limited scope appearance.
To be clear, the People do not dispute that a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope
appearance may be available to a defendant pursuing a civil section 116-3
action.5 However, if Brodsky wished to do so, it was incumbent upon him to

Indeed, this is precisely how attorney Caplan entered his appearance in
defendant’s separate section 2-1401 action. See C1900.
5 The People argued otherwise below but, upon further research and
consideration, concur that section 116-3 is civil in nature, as it is akin to a
section 122-1 or section 2-1401 petition. Accordingly, the People do not
challenge Rule 13(c)(6)’s applicability to section 116-3 proceedings generally
— only defendant’s compliance with Rule 13(c)(6) on the facts of this case.
Although this argument was not raised below, an “appellee in [the appellate]
court [that] brings the case [to this Court] for further review . . . may raise
4
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adhere to the requirements of Rule 13(c)(6). Roth v. Ill. Farmers Ins. Co., 202
Ill. 2d 490, 494-95 (2002). Supreme Court rules “are not aspirational. They
are not suggestions. They have the force of law, and the presumption must
be that they will be obeyed and enforced as written.” Bright v. Dicke, 166 Ill.
2d 204, 210 (1995); People v. Houston, 226 Ill. 2d 135, 152 (2007). “Attorneys
are not free to ignore [this Court’s] rules.” Applebaum v. Rush Univ. Med.
Ctr., 231 Ill. 2d 429, 447 (2008); see also Ill. S. Ct. R. 13, Comm. Comments
(“[N]othing in the Rule restricts the ability of a court to manage the cases
before it, including taking appropriate action in response to client or lawyer
abuse of the limited scope representation procedures.”). In fact, “strict
compliance with supreme court rules is generally required.” Vill. of Lake
Villa v. Stokovich, 211 Ill. 2d 106, 116 (2004); see also id. at 119 (party’s
“failure to strictly comply with the rule may result in waiver”); People v.
Foster, 171 Ill. 2d 469, 471-74 (1996) (requiring strict compliance with Rule
604(d)’s written-motion requirement before appealing sentencing on guilty
plea); but see Dominguez, 2012 IL 111336, ¶ 22 (requiring only substantial
compliance with Rules 605(b) and (c)). And although no Illinois court has
addressed whether Rule 13(c)(6) requires strict or substantial compliance,
counsel here did not comply with Rule 13(c)(6) at all, obviating any need for
this Court to resolve that question here.

any questions properly presented by the record to sustain the judgment of the
trial court, even though those questions were not raised or argued in the
Appellate Court.” In re R.L.S., 218 Ill. 2d 428, 437 (2006) (quotation omitted).
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Simply put, Brodsky’s proposed limited scope appearance was either
an improper vehicle by which to represent defendant in his entire section
116-3 action, or it was a proper vehicle that failed to conform to the
requirements of the rule. Either way, the circuit court’s ruling should be
affirmed.
II.

There Is No Constitutional Right to a Limited Scope
Appearance, and Counsel’s Failure to Either Enter a General
Appearance in the Section 116-3 Action or a Valid Rule 13(c)(6)
Limited Scope Appearance on Defendant’s Behalf Did Not
Violate Due Process.
The appellate court also erred in finding that a “denial of private

counsel’s request to enter a limited scope appearance . . . violate[s]
defendant’s due process rights.” Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d) 150861, ¶ 14. The
right of a party to have his counsel enter a limited scope appearance cannot
be equated with the broader due process right to be represented in court by
privately retained counsel. Indeed, it is not a right of constitutional
magnitude at all.
Article VI, § 16 of the Illinois Constitution vests this Court with
“general administrative and supervisory authority over all courts,” including
the power to “promulgate procedural rules to facilitate the judiciary in the
discharge of its constitutional duties.” People v. Peterson, 2017 IL 120331,
¶ 29 (quotations omitted). This Court has long recognized its own “inherent
power to make rules governing the practice in inferior courts,” “make suitable
rules consistent with constitutional safeguards,” and impose rules that
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regulate the manner in which such constitutional safeguards are afforded.
People v. Lobb, 17 Ill. 2d 287, 299, 302 (1959) (“There is nothing in the
constitutional guarantee of the right to a trial by jury which prevents
reasonable regulation of the manner in which jurors shall be selected.”).
Yet it is well established that not all rights established by Supreme
Court Rule amount to constitutional rights — even where the rule is
motivated by, or relates in some way to, a constitutional right. See, e.g.,
People v. Thompson, 238 Ill. 2d 598, 609, 614-15 (2010) (although Rule 431(b)
“was intended to help ensure a fair and impartial jury,” violation of Rule
431(b) “does not implicate a fundamental right or constitutional protection,
but only involves a violation of this court’s rules”); People v. Glasper, 234 Ill.
2d 173, 193, 196-97 (2009) (same). Rather, this Court may confer by rule a
right beyond that which is afforded under the Constitution, without that
right itself becoming one of constitutional magnitude. See, e.g., Rivera v.
Illinois, 556 U.S. 148, 157-58 (2009) (Illinois’s provision of peremptory
challenges under Rule 434(d) conferred benefit beyond minimum
constitutional requirement of fair jury selection; violation of rule was mere
error of state law, not violation of that constitutional right). Only where the
rule-based right is “indispensable” to the enjoyment of a constitutional right
does a violation of the rule establish the violation of a constitutional right.
Thompson, 238 Ill. 2d at 609, 614-15 (rule-based right to voir dire questions
in criminal cases under Rule 431(b), though intended to promote
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constitutional right to fair and impartial jury, was not “indispensable” to fair
trial and thus, was not itself a constitutional right); Glasper, 234 Ill. 2d at
196-97 (same); see also People v. Rivera, 227 Ill. 2d 1, 16-17 (2007); cf. People
v. McGhee, 2012 IL App (1st) 093404, ¶¶ 23-26 (common law procedural right
to poll jury upon request, though related to constitutional right to unanimous
verdict, not indispensable to such constitutional right).
There is no question that under Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 69
(1932), “[i]f in any case, civil or criminal, a state or federal court were
arbitrarily to refuse to hear a party by counsel, employed by and appearing
for him, it reasonably may not be doubted that such a refusal would be a
denial of a hearing, and, therefore, of due process in the constitutional sense.”
See also Guajardo-Palma v. Martinson, 622 F.3d 801, 803 (7th Cir. 2010)
(“[I]f the prisoner hires a lawyer — or a lawyer is willing to work for the
prisoner for free — the judge may not refuse to accept filings from the
lawyer.”). However, Rule 13(c)(6) is not dispositive of whether an attorney
may appear in court at all on behalf of a client — only if and how an attorney
may make a specialized appearance. Powell and its progeny say nothing of a
right to be represented by privately retained counsel in any particular,
specialized fashion, such as by a limited scope appearance.6

In fact, if they did, Rule 13(c)(6) itself would be unconstitutional, as it
permits only civil litigants’ attorneys to enter limited scope appearances.

6
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Nor is a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope appearance indispensable to a
party’s right or ability to have his attorney heard in court, as it is merely one
particular vehicle by which an attorney with limited involvement in a cause
of action may prefer to appear. Thus, even though Rule 13 relates to the
manner in which a privately retained attorney may seek to be heard on
behalf of his client in court — conferring a means of entering a limited scope
appearance under specific circumstances — it does not follow that the ability
to enter a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope appearance is itself a constitutional
right. Rivera, 556 U.S. at 157-58; Thompson, 238 Ill. 2d at 609, 614-15. Nor
is it the case that in regulating the procedures by which appearances —
limited or general — are made, Rule 13 somehow impinges upon the
constitutional right to be represented in court by one’s privately retained
attorney. Lobb, 17 Ill. 2d at 299, 302. As noted, defendant had several
means available to him to notify the circuit court that Brodsky would
represent him in all or part of the section 116-3 action.
The unavailability of a general appearance, by contrast, may call into
question whether an attorney has been impermissibly prevented from
appearing at all. That is, where an attorney’s general appearance is
arbitrarily refused, despite complying with all of the court’s rules regulating
the procedures by which general appearances are permitted, the precepts of
Powell may have been violated. Indeed, under Illinois law, the court’s leave
is not even typically required for an attorney to enter a general appearance,
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and such appearance should be accepted unless the trial court, in its
discretion, has determined that the attorney’s appearance will unduly
prejudice the other party or interfere with the administration of justice. Cf.
Sullivan v. Eichmann, 213 Ill. 2d 82, 90-91 (2004) (citations omitted)
(addressing court’s discretion to deny substitution of counsel); but see In re
Marriage of Milovich, 105 Ill. App. 3d 596, 614-16 (1st Dist. 1982) (trial court
did not abuse discretion in denying respondent’s mid-trial addition of
multiple attorneys, where “disruption of the proceedings would inhere from
the very logistics involved in such ‘multiple’ representation”). But even an
arbitrary refusal to accept a limited scope appearance, though it may offend
Rule 13(c)(6), does not preclude an attorney from representing his client and
cannot, by itself, violate Powell.
In this case, because a general appearance in the section 116-3 action
was never properly attempted — let alone arbitrarily refused — the circuit
court cannot be said to have violated due process. Defendant simply failed to
avail himself of his constitutional right to retained counsel under Powell in
accordance with this Court’s procedural rules. See, e.g., People v. Nordstrom,
37 Ill. 2d 270, 273 (1967) (failure to timely appeal judgment in accordance
with applicable procedural rules not violation of constitutional right to direct
appeal).7

Even if there were some constitutional dimension to limited scope
appearances under Powell, it would not be arbitrary to deny leave to enter a
limited scope appearance for failure to comply with the requirements

7
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The appellate court’s holding that defendant’s due process rights were
violated by an arbitrary denial of leave to enter a limited scope appearance
was therefore erroneous.
III.

Should This Court Determine that a Violation of Rule 13(c)(6)
Occurred But Did Not Violate Defendant’s Due Process Right
to Counsel, Any Such Error Was Harmless Because Defendant’s
Section 116-3 Motion Was Meritless.
Because the appellate court viewed the purported Rule 13(c)(6)

violation as a deprivation of the right to counsel in violation of Powell, it
wrongly refused to address the State’s harmless error argument. See
Gawlak, 2017 IL App (3d) 150861, ¶ 15. But whereas the total deprivation of
trial counsel constitutes a recognized structural error, People v. Shaw, 186 Ill.
2d 301, 344-45 (1998), the deprivation of a limited scope appearance resulting
from counsel’s non-compliance with the procedural mechanism by which
counsel may enter such specialized appearance does not, and the appellate
court should have reviewed the alleged error for harmlessness. Thompson,
238 Ill. 2d at 609 (“A violation of a supreme court rule does not require

promulgated by Rule 13(c)(6). That a court may not “arbitrarily” refuse to
hear from a party’s hired lawyer necessarily implies that a non-arbitrary
refusal to hear from a party’s hired attorney would not violate due process.
Disqualification of counsel based on a conflict of interest, for example, would
not be arbitrary and therefore, would not violate due process under Powell.
Cf. Burnette v. Terrell, 232 Ill. 2d 522, 534 (2009) (summarizing grounds on
which court may remove appointed defense counsel without violating Sixth
Amendment right to counsel). Likewise, rejection of an attorney’s
appearance for failure to comply with this Court’s rules governing
appearances is not arbitrary; it derives from this Court’s inherent power to
regulate the procedures of the circuit courts. Peterson, 2017 IL 120331, ¶ 29;
Lobb, 17 Ill. 2d at 299, 302.
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reversal in every instance.”); Glasper, 234 Ill. 2d at 193 (collecting cases);
People v. Davis, 233 Ill. 2d 244, 273 (2009) (even “most constitutional errors
are subject to harmless-error analysis”); People v. Patterson, 217 Ill. 2d 407,
423-24 (2005) (collecting cases); People v. Daniels, 172 Ill. 2d 154, 165 (1996)
(expressing reluctance to hold that per se reversal is required for violation of
right conferred only by Supreme Court rule). An error in a postconviction
civil action, such as the section 116-3 proceeding here, is harmless where the
underlying motion lacked merit. Cf. People v. Addison, 371 Ill. App. 3d 941,
945-46 (1st Dist. 2007) (errors in section 2-1401 and postconviction
proceedings harmless where underlying petitions were meritless); People v.
Malloy, 374 Ill. App. 3d 820, 824 (3d Dist. 2007) (same). Here, where (1)
identity was not a central issue at trial, (2) DNA played no significant role in
defendant’s conviction, and (3) the requested DNA testing could not
significantly advance a claim of actual innocence, any purported violation of
defendant’s Rule 13(c)(6) right in his section 116-3 action should be deemed
harmless.
To succeed on a section 116-3 motion for DNA testing, a defendant
must first make a prima facie showing that “(1) identity was the issue in the
trial . . . which resulted in his or her conviction; and (2) the evidence to be
tested has been subject to a chain of custody sufficient to establish that it has
not been substituted, tampered with, replaced, or altered in any material
aspect.” 725 ILCS 5/116-3(b)(1)-(2). “The trial court shall allow the testing
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. . . upon a determination that[] (1) the result of the testing has the scientific
potential to produce new, noncumulative evidence (i) materially relevant to
the defendant’s assertion of actual innocence when the defendant’s conviction
was the result of a trial, even though the results may not completely
exonerate the defendant . . . and (2) the testing requested employs a scientific
method generally accepted within the relevant scientific community.” 725
ILCS 5/116-3(c)(1)-(2).
Because defendant’s section 116-3 motion could not satisfy these
statutory requirements, regardless of any purported Rule 13(c)(6) violation,
any error was harmless.
A.

Identity was not a central issue at defendant’s trial.

At trial, defendant challenged only whether the alleged sexual acts
against J.G. occurred, not whether he was the perpetrator of those acts. See,
e.g., R432-42; R459-63; R526-28, 533-40; R549-50; R570-79; R602-09, 611-13;
R620-26; R684-88; R702-04; R786-99. Defendant nevertheless has argued
that he automatically satisfied section 116-3’s requirement that “identity was
the issue in the trial” by maintaining his innocence at trial. Compare C175152, with 725 ILCS 5/116-3(b)(1). This interpretation of subsection 116-3(b)(1)
defies the plain and ordinary meaning of the statute.
“The cardinal principle of statutory construction is to ascertain and
give effect to the intention of the legislature,” the “language used by the
legislature [being] the best indicator of legislative intent.” People v. Savory,
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197 Ill. 2d 203, 212-13 (2001) (citations omitted). Statutory language is to be
given its “plain and ordinary meaning,” id. at 213, and “every clause of a
statute must be given a reasonable meaning, if possible, and should not be
rendered meaningless or superfluous,” People v. Stoecker, 2014 IL 115756,
¶ 25 (citation omitted).
Here, the plain and ordinary meaning of “identity” is unambiguous. It
is “the condition of being the same with something described, claimed, or
asserted or of possessing a character claimed.” Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary Unabridged 1123. Therefore, in the context of a
section 116-3 motion for DNA testing, “identity” means that the trial
concerned whether the defendant was the individual who committed the
criminal acts described, claimed, or asserted — not whether those criminal
acts occurred at all.
If the legislature intended to expand DNA testing to any individual
who simply challenged the veracity of allegations against him or claimed that
the alleged crime never occurred at all, it would have done so explicitly, by
using language that reflected such a broad intent. Instead, the legislature
explicitly narrowed DNA testing to cases concerning “identity” — i.e., a
dispute about who perpetrated the alleged acts. Cf. People v. Urioste, 316 Ill.
App. 3d 307, 313-14 (5th Dist. 2000) (“When the legislature required a
showing that identity was the issue at the trial . . . [it] limit[ed] the remedy
[of DNA testing] to those cases where identity was truly at issue . . . [and]
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exclude[d] from the statute’s reach those defendants whose cases turned upon
questions other than the question of who committed the acts charged.”).
In defendant’s case, there was no dispute that defendant was with J.G.
on the first-floor couch in defendant’s home on the evening of December 7,
2007. He simply contended that there was no sexual assault. Identity was
not, therefore, the issue, and DNA testing is unavailable under section 116-3.
B.

The requested DNA testing is not materially relevant to
defendant’s assertion of actual innocence.

Identity aside, any error was harmless for the additional and
independent reason that the requested DNA testing would not significantly
advance any claim of defendant’s actual innocence.
As described, postconviction DNA testing is not warranted unless it is,
inter alia, “materially relevant to the defendant’s assertion of actual
innocence.” 725 ILCS 5/116-3(c)(1). Materially relevant evidence is “evidence
which tends to significantly advance that claim” of actual innocence. Savory,
197 Ill. 2d at 213 (emphasis added). Whether evidence is materially relevant,
however, necessarily “requires a consideration of the evidence introduced at
trial, as well as an assessment of the evidence defendant is seeking to test.”
Id. at 214. Importantly, where DNA evidence did not play a significant role
in the case against a defendant, it is not materially relevant. See id. at 21415; see also People v. Bailey, 386 Ill. App. 3d 68, 76-77 (1st Dist. 2008); People
v. Gecht, 386 Ill. App. 3d 578, 582-84 (1st Dist. 2008).
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In this case, DNA played no role at all in defendant’s conviction. Both
of the State’s experts testified that no DNA was found in J.G.’s vaginal
swabs, underwear, or pajama shirt (other than J.G.’s). See R455-58, 460, 463,
563-68, 572-73. Instead, defendant’s conviction was founded on (1) J.G.’s
detailed and consistent testimony that defendant woke her up in the middle
of the night, fondled her buttocks, vaginally penetrated her with his finger,
performed oral sex on her, forced her to fondle his penis, and fondled her
chest while he masturbated, see generally R379-412; R363-64; R373; (2) J.G.’s
videotaped Child Advocacy Center interview corroborating her trial
testimony, R725-26; (3) testimony that J.G. sent text messages to her mother
the day after the assault stating that her father had tried to have sex with
her, R415-17, 443, 470-72, 534-36, and later told her mother in person exactly
what had happened, R422, 473-77, 503-05; (4) Dr. Benfield’s testimony that
J.G.’s physical examination revealed a reddened right labia minor consistent
with the reported digital manipulation by defendant, R453-55, 460-61, 464;
(5) the consistent testimony of four interrogating officers that defendant had
admitted to lying naked next to J.G. on the night in question, admitted to
rubbing J.G.’s buttocks, described his interactions with J.G. as “improper”
and referred to his treatment of J.G. as more appropriate for an adult woman
who was his wife or girlfriend than for a child who was his daughter, R598601, 616-18, 681-683, 700; and (6) testimony from Detective Revis and
Deputy Chief Wodka that upon being confronted with J.G.’s accusations,
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defendant stated that J.G. was telling the truth, but he was too embarrassed
to admit what he had done, R601-02, 701.
Indeed, defendant’s defense was predicated on the absence of DNA
evidence that could corroborate J.G.’s accusations, see, e.g., R786-99, and he
readily acknowledged in his section 116-3 motion that his conviction was not
predicated on any physical evidence, C1755. Thus, it cannot be argued that
DNA evidence played a significant role in defendant’s conviction, and the
requested testing is not “materially relevant” as defined by section 116-3.
Nor would the evidence that defendant seeks to test — hair collected
from J.G.’s shirt and underwear — significantly advance a claim of actual
innocence. Unlike semen or saliva (neither of which was found in defendant’s
case, R563-68), hair, by itself, is not necessarily indicative of a sexual
encounter and has little probative value in this sexual assault case. Indeed,
it would be unsurprising to find hair matching defendant’s on clothing that
J.G. wore and slept in at defendant’s home. Likewise, it would be
unsurprising to find that J.G.’s clothing had picked up hair from some wholly
unrelated source in the days before the clothing evidence was turned over to
the police. In neither instance would defendant’s actual innocence be any
more or less likely, much less “significantly advanced.” And as for the PCRSTR and Y-STR testing requested on the samples from J.G.’s sexual assault
kit, no such DNA testing can be done where no DNA evidence was found in
the first place. See R455-58, 460, 463; R563-68, 572-73.
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For these reasons, this Court should find that because defendant’s
section 116-3 motion was meritless, any purported Rule 13(c)(6) violation was
harmless.
CONCLUSION
This Court should reverse the appellate court’s judgment and affirm
the circuit court’s denial of leave to enter a Rule 13(c)(6) limited scope
appearance, as well as its denial of defendant’s section 116-3 motion for DNA
testing.
July 3, 2018
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OPINION
¶1

Defendant, Sylwester Gawlak, appeals the Will County circuit court’s denial of his
postconviction motion for deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) testing under section 116-3 of the
Code of Criminal Procedure of 1963 (725 ILCS 5/116-3 (West 2014)). Specifically, he argues
the court’s denial of his motion “must be reversed and the case remanded for further
proceedings” because the court (1) “denied [him] his constitutional right to retain counsel to
represent him on his motion” and (2) “erred when it would not allow him to present an expert
in DNA testing to testify at the hearing on the motion.” We vacate the court’s denial of his
postconviction motion for DNA testing and remand for further proceedings.

¶2
¶3

FACTS
Following an April 2009 trial, a jury convicted defendant of two counts of predatory
criminal sexual assault (720 ILCS 5/12-14.1(a)(1) (West 2006)) and one count of aggravated
criminal sexual abuse (720 ILCS 5/12-16(c)(1)(i) (West 2006)). Thereafter, the trial court
sentenced defendant to mandatory consecutive terms of six years’ imprisonment for each
count of predatory criminal sexual assault and three years’ imprisonment for aggravated
criminal sexual abuse.
In August 2011, defendant, pro se, filed a petition for postconviction relief pursuant to the
Post-Conviction Hearing Act (Act) (725 ILCS 5/122-1 to 122-7 (West 2010)), followed by a
supplemental petition for postconviction relief in December 2013. The trial court appointed the
Office of the State Appellate Defender (OSAD) to represent defendant on his postconviction
petition.
In March 2015, defendant filed a pro se “petition for relief from void order” pursuant to
section 2-1401(f) of the Code of Civil Procedure (735 ILCS 5/2-1401(f) (West 2014)).
Defendant later retained private counsel to represent him on this motion.
In May 2015, defendant filed a pro se “motion for post-conviction forensic DNA testing”
pursuant to section 116-3 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (725 ILCS 5/116-3 (West 2014)).
Specifically, he sought mitochondrial DNA and polymerase chain reaction short tandem repeat
(PCR-STR) DNA forensic testing of hair and clothing collected by the State. He further
requested that the hair and “rape kit” evidence be tested for DNA using the PCR-STR and
mitochondrial testing method and that the clothing be tested for “touch DNA.”
At a September 2015 hearing, different private counsel than the one representing defendant
on his section 2-1401 motion appeared before the trial court and indicated his intent to file a
“limited scope appearance” under Illinois Supreme Court Rule 13(c)(6) (eff. July 1, 2013) to
represent defendant on his motion for DNA testing. The court denied private counsel’s request
to enter a limited scope appearance but informed counsel that he was “certainly welcome to
[file an appearance] on the post-conviction proceeding.” Following a November 2015 hearing
in which defendant appeared pro se, the court denied defendant’s motion for DNA testing.
This appeal followed.

¶4

¶5

¶6

¶7

¶8
¶9
¶ 10

ANALYSIS
On appeal, defendant argues that the trial court’s denial of his postconviction motion for
DNA testing “must be reversed and the case remanded for further proceedings” because the
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¶ 11

¶ 12

¶ 13

¶ 14

court (1) “denied [him] his constitutional right to retain counsel to represent him on his
motion” and (2) “erred when it would not allow him to present an expert in DNA testing to
testify at the hearing on the motion.”
Rule 13(c)(6) provides that an attorney may make a limited scope appearance on behalf of
a party in a civil proceeding by filing a notice of limited scope appearance in which he
“identif[ies] each aspect of the proceeding to which the limited scope appearance pertains.” Ill.
S. Ct. R. 13(c)(6) (eff. July 1, 2013). The State maintains that the limited-scope-appearance
rule does not apply here because the issue concerns a criminal proceeding, not a civil one.
According to the State, “[a] motion for forensic DNA testing is available only to convicted
criminal defendants pursuant to the Code of Criminal Procedure.” We note, however, the fact
that the motion for DNA testing at issue here may only be brought by a convicted criminal does
not necessarily make the subsequent proceedings criminal in nature. In fact, even proceedings
under the Act (725 ILCS 5/122-1 to 122-7 (West 2010)), which are brought only by convicted
persons, are considered civil in nature. See Pennsylvania v. Finley, 481 U.S. 551, 557 (1987)
(noting that postconviction proceedings are “not part of the criminal proceeding itself” and are
“in fact considered to be civil in nature”); People v. Johnson, 191 Ill. 2d 257, 270 (2000) (“A
post-conviction proceeding is not part of the criminal process. Rather, it is a collateral attack on
the judgment of conviction and is civil in nature.”). Similarly, a postconviction motion for
DNA testing brought under the Code of Criminal Procedure is not part of the criminal process
and, as such, is civil in nature.
The State also contends that defendant has no constitutional or statutory right to counsel in
regard to his DNA motion. In particular, the State asserts that defendant has (1) no
constitutional right to counsel because that right “applies during a defendant’s trial and first
appeal of right and no further” and (2) no statutory right to counsel because section 116-3 of
the Code of Criminal Procedure does not convey such a right. While defendant may not have a
constitutional or statutory right to appointed counsel, our review of relevant authority indicates
that defendant does have a constitutional due process right to retain private counsel to
represent him on any matter he wishes.
Notably, in Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 68 (1932), the United States Supreme Court
explained that “notice and hearing are preliminary steps essential to the passing of an
enforceable judgment, and that they, together with a legally competent tribunal having
jurisdiction of the case, constitute basic elements of the constitutional requirement of due
process of law.” The Court further stated that a hearing “has always included the right to the
aid of counsel when desired and provided by the party asserting the right.” Id. The Court
concluded, “[i]f in any case, civil or criminal, a state or federal court were arbitrarily to refuse
to hear a party by counsel, employed by and appearing for him, it reasonably may not be
doubted that such a refusal would be a denial of a hearing, and, therefore, of due process in the
constitutional sense.” Id. at 69. Thereafter, citing Powell, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
found that the right to retain counsel in a civil case was protected under the due process clause
and that “if the prisoner hires a lawyer—or a lawyer is willing to work for the prisoner for
free—the judge may not refuse to accept filings from the lawyer.” (Emphasis in original.)
Guajardo-Palma v. Martinson, 622 F.3d 801, 803 (7th Cir. 2010).
Based on our review of the record and the relevant authority as discussed above, we
conclude that the trial court’s denial of private counsel’s request to enter a limited scope
appearance on defendant’s DNA motion was arbitrary and violated defendant’s due process
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¶ 15

¶ 16

¶ 17
¶ 18

¶ 19

rights. The fact that defendant had other pending motions in which he was represented by other
counsel is irrelevant. The section 2-1401 motion (in which defendant is represented by private
counsel) and the petition for postconviction relief (in which defendant is represented by
OSAD) are separate and distinct proceedings that have no bearing on the DNA motion at issue
here. In short, the trial court should have allowed private counsel’s request to enter a limited
scope appearance solely on the DNA motion.
We recognize the State also argues any error in the dismissal of defendant’s DNA motion
was harmless because its dismissal is inevitable. However, based on the facts of this case, we
decline to address the State’s contentions regarding harmless error. Simply put, defendant had
a constitutional due process right to have private counsel represent him on his DNA motion.
Accordingly, we vacate the trial court’s denial of defendant’s postconviction motion for
DNA testing and remand for further proceedings on the motion during which defendant may
retain private counsel if he so chooses. As such, we need not address whether the trial court
erred by denying defendant’s request to allow expert testimony at the hearing on the DNA
motion. Finally, we express no opinion as to the merits or the lack thereof of defendant’s
motion for DNA testing.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, we vacate the judgment of the circuit court of Will County as it
pertains to the denial of defendant’s postconviction motion for DNA testing and remand for
further proceedings.
Judgment vacated; cause remanded.
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